TILT PRESENCE WORKSHOP

WHY DOES CHARACTER MATTER?
Recent research supports the hypothesis that character development has a tangible effect on business performance and innovation. People can be intelligent, driven, and competent, yet still get caught up in ego-politics and counter-productive dynamics. The way to build character strength and business success starts with building strong internal presence. This workshop focuses on how to develop your character strengths for strong internal presence.

PERSONALITY IS ONLY THE BEGINNING; CHARACTER DRIVES AGILITY
Knowing about your personality is a start, but it is not enough to drive business agility. We all have thinking style and feeling style preferences that shape our natural inclinations and how we react to stress. Recognizing these natural patterns allows us to develop the balance to adapt more agilely to whatever the context requires of us. In our complex and global world this agility is essential! This workshop uses the True Tilt Profile, a scientifically valid assessment of our natural character strengths, as the basis for developing greater balance and agility.

YOU'RE NOT A TYPE, YOU CAN “TILT” INTENTIONALLY TO CONTEXT
Beyond your natural strengths and tendencies, or “True Tilt,” we help you learn how to Tilt into other patterns to handle challenging situations with greater agility. This learning is anchored with a personal action plan.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND THIS WORKSHOP
Tilt Presence is our introductory workshop and is suitable for everyone! It is especially powerful when used with an intact, cross-functional or self-managed team, but individuals can gain powerful self-awareness on their own.

BENEFITS OF THIS WORKSHOP
- Improve self-awareness about stress-triggering behaviors in personality.
- Increase internal strength and reduce ego-sensitivities enabling a feedback rich climate.
- Provide a framework and language for real talk and courageous action in culture.
- Educate team members on how agile methods can improve creative flow.
- Increase velocity of productivity, creativity and innovation exponentially.

WHAT TO EXPECT
- A highly engaging and relevant learning experience that includes self-reflection, small group interaction, and large group discussion.
- A specific development plan for each participant that challenges the status quo.